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15 [Abstract]

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To improve the display quality of a liquid crystal

display element by preventing vacuum space from remaining in a liquid crystal cell

due to uneven spreading of a liquid crystal in a sealing step of the liquid crystal with

a dripping method.

20 SOLUTION: A sealant 14 is applied on an array substrate 11. Subsequently the

liquid crystal 17 is dripped and applied to the inside of a pixel area [A] surrounded

by the sealant 14 like a thin film with a slit squeegee device 25. Then under the

reduced pressure the array substrate 11 and a counter substrate 12 are stuck to

each other. Subsequently the liquid crystal 17 is uniformly sealed in the liquid

25 crystal cell without making the vacuum space remain therein by returning the
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pressure to the atmospheric pressure.
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[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] A method for manufacturing a liquid crystal display element

comprising:

a first process of applying a sealant for sealing a liquid crystal to one of a pair of

5 substrates which are oppositely arranged to each other;

a second process of dropping the liquid crystal in a state of a thin film in an area

surrounded by the sealant in one of the pair of substrates;

a third process of bonding the pair of substrates with the sealant such that a

predetermined gap can be maintatined between the substrates under reduced

10 pressure after the second process is completed; and

a fourth process of curing the sealant after the third process is completed.

[Claim 2] The method for manufacturing a liquid crystal display element

according to claim 1, wherein the second process is performed using an applying

device of an ink jet type.

15 [Claim 3] The method for manufacturing a liquid crystal display element

according to claim 1, wherein the second process is performed using an applying

device which is formed in a shape of a squeegee having a ditch which is formed in
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a shape of a slit.

[Claim 4] The method for manufacturing a liquid crystal display element

according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein an amount of applying the liquid

crystal in a state of a thin film is ±3% (of a predetermined amount of applying the

5 liquid crystal).

[Claim 5] The method for manufacturing a liquid crystal display element

according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein a range of applying the liquid crystal

in a state of a thin film in the second process is equally spaced with a

predetermined width from an inner side of the sealant.

10 [Claim 6] The method for manufacturing a liquid crystal display element

according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the sealant applied in the first

process is an ultraviolet curing sealant.

[Claim 7] The method for manufacturing a liquid crystal display element

according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the sealant applied in the first

1 5 process is a heat curing sealant.

[Claim 8] The method for manufacturing a liquid crystal display element

according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the sealant applied in the first

process is a sealant that requires both of the ultraviolet curing and the heat curing
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sealants.

[Claim 9] The method for manufacturing a liquid crystal display element

according to any one of claims 1 to 8, wherein the predetermined gap in the third

process is maintained by spacers which are formed in a shape of a sphere and

5 arranged separately between the pair of the substrates.

[Claim 10] The method for manufacturing a liquid crystal display element

according to any one of claims 1 to 8, wherein the predetermined gap in the third

process is maintained by spacers which are formed in a shape of a column and

formed on one of the pair of the substrates using photolithograhpy process.
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[Title of the Invention]

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURIG A LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY ELEMENT

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[Field of the Invention]

5 The present invention relates to a method for manufacturing a liquid crystal

display element.

[Description of the Prior Art]

In a liquid crystal display element which is fabricated by sealing a liquid

crystal between a pair of substrates having electrodes, as a method for sealing a

10 liquid crystal in prior art, there have been applied an injection method wherein a

pair of substrates are bonded to each other by a sealant, a liquid crystal cell is

assembled, a liquid crystal is injected from a injection hole formed with a sealant,

and then the injection hole is sealed by an adhesive or the like, and, as shown in

Fig. 10, a dripping method wherein a seal pattern 2 having no injection hole with a

15 sealant is formed on either one of the substrates 1, a predetermined liquid crystal 3

is dropped in a form of water drop on an area surrounded by the sealant, a spacer

is interposed between the one substrate 1 and the other substrate 4, bonded to
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each other under the reduced pressure such that a bubble does not remain in the

liquid crystal cell, and then, the seal pattern 2 is cured.

[Problem to be Solved by the Invention]

In the injection method, since a liquid crystal was injected into a narrow

5 injection hole in a substrate after the substrates are bonded and a liquid crystal cell

was formed, there have been problems that a long time was required from the

curing of a sealant to the completion of injection of a liquid crystal, and its

productivity was significantly lowered. Furthermore, since the injection hole was

sealed by the sealant after the liquid crystal was injected, there has been a problem

10 that an unusual point was occurred in a liquid crystal display element near the

injection hole whereby it became a cause of fine charcoal and the quality of display

was deteriorated. In addition, in case that the adhesive property of an adhesive is

poor, there has been a problem that a peeling was happened and bubble was

generated upon sealing.

15 For this reason, in recent years, a method of sealing a liquid crystal

according to a dropping method has been considered. The dropping method

comprises, in the manufacturing process thereof, dropping a liquid crystal with

water droplet on one of the two substrates, bonding the one substrate and a
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substrate opposed thereto in vacuum, and returning the two substrates under the

circumstance of atmospheric pressure. Consequently, since the liquid crystal

dropped with water droplet may be spread in the liquid crystal cell by means of a

difference of the pressure between inside and outside of the liquid crystal cell, the

5 neighboring liquid crystal is contacted to each other and fill a vacuum space

whereby the liquid crystal is uniformly sealed in the liquid crystal cell.

However, generally in the dropping method, since a difference of the

pressure between inside and outside of the liquid crystal cell is big when the

substrates are returned from a circumstance of vacuum to a circumstance of

10 atmospheric pressure, the liquid crystal is easily spread but if the vacuum space in

the liquid crystal cell is filled with the spread liquid crystal, a volume of vacuum in

the liquid crystal cell will be reduced and a degree of vacuum will be decreased.

Thus, since a difference of the pressure with atmospheric pressure is lowered, a

force that the liquid crystal can be spread is gradually weakened. For this reason,

15 a liquid crystal would not spread up to a farthest point that the neighboring liquid

crystal can be contacted to each other, a phenomenon that a vacuum space still

remains is occurred, and thus, a poor display space was produced. Thus, a

problem that the uniform and good quality of display cannot be attained has arisen.

Accordingly, the present invention is intended to eliminate the above-



mentioned problem. It is an object to the present invention to provide a method for

manufacturing a liquid crystal display element wherein, in a liquid crystal cell upon

sealing of a liquid crystal by means of a dropping method, a vacuum space in which

a liquid crystal is not present is not provided, and it is possible to attain the uniform

5 and good quality of display over entire surfaces of the display area thereby

enabling a sealing process of a liquid crystal to be realized by means of a dropping

method by which a time of manufacturing a liquid crystal display element can be

reduced.

[Means for Solving the Problem]

10 In order to solve the above-mentioned problem, the present invention

provides a method for manufacturing a liquid crystal display element comprising: a

first process of applying a sealant for sealing a liquid crystal to one of a pair of

substrates which are oppositely arranged to each other; a second process of

dropping the liquid crystal in a state of a thin film in an area surrounded by the

15 sealant in one of the pair of substrates; a third process of bonding the pair of

substrates with the sealant such that a predetermined gap between the substrates

is maintained under reduced pressure after the second process is completed; and a

fourth process of curing the sealant after the third process is completed.

According to the technical constitution, the present invention can prevent a
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vacuum space from remaining in a liquid crystal cell upon sealing of a liquid crystal

and attain the good quality of display thereby enabling a sealing of a liquid crystal to

be realized with a dropping method. Thus, a time of manufacturing a liquid crystal

display element can be reduced and an improvement in a production thereof can

be achieved.

[Embodiment of the Invention]

The present invention will be described below with reference to a first

embodiment shown in Figs. 1-4. Reference numeral 10 designates a liquid crystal

display element, and the liquid crystal display element comprises an array substrate

11 and an opposing substrate 12 in which a pixel electrode (not shown) and an

opposing electrode (not shown) are arranged, respectively. After performing

rubbing treatment of each of oriented films 13 arranged on the substrates, the liquid

crystal display element is manufactured by bonding the substrates with a sealant

14 made of, for example, an ultraviolet curing resin or the like so as to provide a

predetermined gap therebetween by spacers 16, and sealing a liquid crystal in an

area surrounded by the sealant 14.

Next, a method for manufacturing the liquid crystal display element 10 will

be described. For example, after forming an array substrate 11 having a pixel

area [A] of 13.3 inches having a pixel electrode and an opposing substrate 12
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having an opposing electrode, for example, a polyimide is applied on each of the

substrates, an oriented film 13 is heated at high temperature so as to have a

thickness of 1,000 A by performing a heat treatment at 250°C for 30 minutes, and

rubbing treatment is performed in a predetermined direction with a rubbing cloth

after cooling.

Then, a ultraviolet curing sealant 14 made from acryl or the like is applied

on one of the substrates, for example, by a syringe so as to surround a pixel area

[A] within a cross sectional area of a range of 5,000 to 10,000p
2

in an array

substrate 11 , and a bank formed in a shape of a frame is provided. Meanwhile, for

example, the spacers 16 with <J> 5|im for maintaining a gap between the array

substrate 11 and the opposing substrate 12 with a regular gap width are arranged

in 200 / mm2
in the opposing substrate 12.

Then, a liquid crystal 17 is dropped and applied in a state of a thin film on

the pixel area [A] surround by the sealant 14 in the array substrate 11. The

dropping application is performed, for example, by a squeegee 26 where a slit (not

shown) is arranged by a slit squeegee device 25 shown in Fig. 3. In the squeegee

26, the slit has a width of 180 mm and a hole 27 has a width of 10 (im. The liquid

crystal is applied to a liquid crystal inlet 28 in a constant pressure, a gap between

the array substrate 11 and a lower end of the squeegee 26 is measured by a gap
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sensor 30 and the gap is controlled to be constant.

When the liquid crystal 17 is dropped, the array substrate 11 is arranged on

a XY stage, which is not shown on the drawings, and the liquid crystal is discharged

to set a liquid discharge rate from the squeegee 26 to 0.03 cm 3
/sec and an injection

velocity of the XY stage to 2 cm/sec. As a result, the thickness of film of a liquid

crystal 17 to be dropped on the array substrate 11 is about 6.6 [im. The thickness

of film of a liquid crystal 1 7 in a state of a thin film is about ±2%.

A total amount of the liquid crystal to be dropped is determined according to

a dimension of the pixel area [A] and the gap between the array substrate 11 and

the opposing substrate 12 constituting the liquid crystal cell. For example, an

objective value of a total amount for applying the liquid crystal 17 is 280 ml when

the pixel area [A] is 13.3 inches and the gap between the two substrates is 5 urn.

In this case, a total amount of the liquid crystal dropped substantially is ideal to be

set within ±3% of the objective value.

If a total amount of the liquid crystal to be substantially dropped is more

than 3% of the objective value, when the array substrate 11 and the opposing

substrate 12 are bonded under a state of vacuum and returned to an atmospheric

pressure, and then, the two substrates 11, 12 are compressed so as to provide a

prescribed gap between the two substrates, the liquid crystal 17 will be caused to
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be filled in the liquid cell surrounded by the sealant 14 before reaching the height of

the spacer 16. Moreover, since the sealant 14 is still not cured, the liquid crystal

17 breaks down the bank formed by the sealant 14 and overflows to the outside.

For this reason, when the sealant 14 is cured, the assembling strength of the liquid

5 crystal cell is considerably deteriorated due to a poor adhesion of a portion where

the liquid crystal 17 overflows and thus, its reliability is lowered.

On the other hand, if a total amount of the liquid crystal to be substantially

dropped is less than 3% of the objective value, when the array substrate 11 and the

opposing substrate 12 is bonded under a state of vacuum and returned to an

10 atmospheric pressure, and then, the two substrates 11 , 12 are compressed so as to

provide a prescribed gap between the two substrates, a liquid crystal to be filled in

an inner space of the liquid crystal cell surrounded by the sealant 14 will be not

sufficient. As a result, a vacuum space, which is not filled with the liquid crystal 17

between the two substrates 11, 13, remains in the pixel area [A] of the liquid crystal

15 display element 10 finally completed, and thus, a remarkable display poorness may

be caused.

Since a thickness of a film is not stable in an end portion of a periphery of

the liquid crystal 17 which is dropped and applied in a state of a thinner film, and

the film is slowly cut, the liquid crystal 17 is dropped and applied in a state of a thin



film such that an end of the liquid crystal is positioned to have a distance of 10 mm

from the sealant 14 formed on the array substrate 11

.

Consequently, a thickness of the thin film is about 6.6 p, a size of the thin

film is about 183 mm in a vertical direction and about 230 mm in a horizontal

5 direction.

Like this, the liquid crystal 17 is dropped on the array substrate 11 in a state

of a thin film, the two substrates are bonded by an assembling apparatus 40 under

a condition that the spacers 16 are arranged apart to each other, and then, the

liquid crystal display element 10 is assembled. That is, in a vacuum chamber at 1

10 Torr, the array substrate 11 is absorbed on a lower stage 42 which is adjustable in

XYZ directions, the opposing substrate 12 is absorbed on a upper stage 43 which

is adjustable in XYZ directions, and the upper and lower stages 42, 43 are moved

and aligned under a condition that the two substrates 11, 12 are spaced apart to

each other. Next, the two substrates 11,12 are compressed under the pressure of

15 40 kgf, and are bonded to each other.

Thereafter, if the two bonded substrates 11, 12 are returned to the

atmosphere, the liquid crystal 17 is spread and filled in a vacuum space of the liquid

crystal cell due to a difference of the pressure between inside and outside of the

liquid crystal cell. Then, the two substrates 11, 12 are compressed at about 300
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kgf so that the prescribed width of the gap therebetween is 5 (im, the sealant 14 is

cured with irradiating ultraviolet ray with about 3,000 mJ/cm2
by an ultraviolet

irradiating lamp 42a equipped in the lower stage 42 for curing the sealant 14, and

the liquid crystal display element 10 is accomplished.

According to the manufacturing method, in sealing the liquid crystal by

means of a dropping method, when the array substrate 11 and the opposing

substrate 12 are bonded under the reduced pressure and returned to atmosphere,

the vacuum space does not remain in the liquid crystal cell and the liquid crystal 17

is uniformly spread in the liquid crystal cell, thereby obtaining the liquid crystal

display element 10 having a good quality of display. Therefore, this enables a

sealing of a liquid crystal by means of a dropping method to be realized whereby a

time of manufacturing a liquid crystal display element can be reduced and an

improvement in the production thereof can be achieved.

Next, the present invention will be described below with reference to a

second embodiment shown in Fig. 5. The second embodiment illustrates

performance of a dropping of the liquid crystal to the array substrate by a method of

ink jet as compared with the first embodiment. Since the other points thereof are

equal to those of the first embodiment, the same reference numerals are used with

respect to the same elements and their descriptions will be omitted.
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In the present embodiment, a dropping application of the liquid crystal 17 in

a state of a thin film into a pixel area [A] surround by the sealant 14 in the array

substrate 11 is carried out by a liquid crystal applying head 18, which is composed

of a type of an ink jet. The liquid crystal applying head 18 is constructed such that

a piezo element 21 in a nozzle block 20 is fixed to an upper portion of a spring 22

which is formed in a shape of a plate spring. The liquid crystal 17 is injected into a

liquid crystal inlet 23 positioned in a space below the spring 22 in the nozzle block

20, and is discharged to a nozzle hole 24 by vibrating the piezo element 21.

In the liquid crystal applying head 18 used above, a diameter of the nozzle

hole 24 is 50 [im, 70 lines having a pitch of 200fim are provided, and a width of

application is about 14 mm. The liquid crystal 17 can be sprayed by applying a

voltage of 1,000 mV and a frequency of 50 Hz to the piezo element 21 of the liquid

crystal applying head 18. Upon dropping of the liquid crystal 17, the array

substrate 11 applied with the sealant 14 is arranged on a XY stage, which is not

shown in the drawings, the liquid crystal 17 is sprayed from the liquid crystal

applying head 18 while the XY stage is injected, and a dropping application of the

liquid crystal 17 in a state of a thin film on the array substrate 11 is carried out. If

the injection velocity of the XY stage is, for example, 50 mm/sec, a thickness of film

of the liquid crystal 17 to be dropped on the array substrate 11 is about 6.7 [im, and

thus, the desired dropping amount of the liquid crystal 17 can be obtained.
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Like the first embodiment, if the array substrate 11 and the opposing

substrate 12 are compressed and bonded under the pressure of 40 kgf, and the

two bonded substrates 11, 12 are returned to the atmosphere, in a vacuum

chamber at 1 Torr by means of the assembling device 40, the liquid crystal 17 can

5 be spread without leaving a vacuum space due to a difference of the pressure

between inside and outside of the liquid crystal cell. Then, the two substrates 11,

12 are compressed at about 300 kgf, the sealant 14 is cured by irradiating

ultraviolet ray with about 3,000 mJ/cm2
, and the liquid crystal display element 10 is

accomplished.

10 According to the manufacturing method, like the first embodiment, in sealing

the liquid crystal by means of a dropping method, the vacuum space does not

remain in the liquid crystal cell and the liquid crystal 17 is uniformly spread in the

liquid crystal cell, thereby obtaining the liquid crystal display element 10 having a

good quality of display. Therefore, this enables a sealing of a liquid crystal by

15 means of a dropping method to be realized.

Next, the present invention will be described with reference to a third

embodiment shown in Figs. 6-8. The third embodiment illustrates forming and

bonding of the array substrate and the opposing substrate having two surfaces on

the glass substrate, respectively, as compared with the first embodiment. When
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the array substrate and the opposing substrate are bonded to each other, a plurality

of additional pressures is simultaneously applied to the same plane of the substrate.

Since the other points thereof are equal to those of the first embodiment, the same

reference numerals are used with respect to the same elements and their

descriptions will be omitted.

In the third embodiment, a film forming method and a photolithography

method are repeated, for example, on a mother glass substrate 51 of 300 x 300 x

0.7 mm, and two array substrates 52 having pixel electrodes (not shown) with a

matrix field of 320 x 240 dot are formed while two opposing substrates 54 (not

shown) formed in a shape of a plane are formed on a mother glass substrate 51 of

300 x 300 x 0.7 mm. In addition, for example, a polyimide is applied on the array

substrate 52 and the opposing substrate 54, an oriented film (not shown) is baked

at high temperature so as to have a thickness of 1,000 A by performing a heat

treatment at 250°C for 30 minutes, and a rubbing treatment is performed after

cooling.

Then, on one of the substrates, for example, on the array substrate 52, an

ultraviolet curing sealant 56 made from, for example, acryl is applied by, for

example, a syringe to surround a pixel area [B] and constitutes a bank having a

shape of a frame. Meanwhile, on the opposing substrate 54, for example, spacers
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16 with ct>5p for maintaining a prescribed gap between the array substrate 52

and the opposing substrate 54 by a regular gap width are arranged with 200 / mm2
.

Next, a squeegee 26 is used as in the first embodiment, a liquid crystal 57

is dropped and applied on the pixel area [B] surrounded by a sealant 56 in the array

substrate 52 in a state of a thin film having a thickness of about 6.6 [im.

Meanwhile, the two mother glass substrates 51, 53 are bonded by an assembling

apparatus 31 shown in Fig. 7 under a condition that spacers 16 are arranged apart

in the opposing substrate 54, the sealant 56 is cured, the substrates are taken off

by one surface, and the liquid crystal display element 58 is assembled.

The assembling apparatus 31 includes a lower stage 33 which is adjustable

in XYZ directions in a vacuum chamber and absorbs the mother glass substrate 51

in vacuum, and an upper stage 34 which is adjustable in XYZ directions in a

vacuum chamber and absorbs the mother glass substrate 53 in vacuum. An

ultraviolet irradiating lamp 36 is equipped in the lower stage 33.

The upper stage 34 is comprised of a double fame structure including a first

range of compression stage 37 for pressing an area corresponding to the sealant

56, and a second range of compression stage 38 for pressing an area defining a

periphery of the first range of compression stage 37 and positioned at an outside of

the sealant 56. The first range of compression stage 37 and the second range of
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compression stage 38 may be pressed by different pressures, respectively.

Consequently, upon being pressed, the mother glass substrates 51, 53 are

constituted such that both the pressing by the first range of compression stage 37

and the pressing by the second range of compression stage 38 are simultaneously

applied.

When the liquid crystal display element 58 is assembled, in a vacuum

chamber 32 at 1 Torr, the mother glass substrate 51 is absorbed in vacuum on a

lower stage 33 while the mother glass substrate 53 is absorbed in vacuum on an

upper stage 34, and the upper and lower stages 33, 34 are moved and aligned

under a condition that the two substrates 51 , 53 are spaced apart to each other.

Thereafter, when the two substrates 51, 53 are bonded and the bonded substrates

are returned to the atmosphere, the liquid crystal 57 is spread and filled in a

vacuum space of the liquid crystal cell due to a difference of the pressure between

inside and outside of the liquid crystal cell.

Then, for example, an area of the sealant 56 is pressed with a pressure of

0.5 kg/cm
2
by the first range of compression stage 37, an area of the sealant 56 is

pressed with a pressure of 1 kg/cm
2
by the second range of compression stage 38,

an ultraviolet ray is irradiated in 2000 mJ/ cm2
by a ultraviolet irradiating lamp 36

and the sealant 56 is cured. The liquid crystal display element 58 is accomplished
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so that the mother glass substrates 51, 53 are cut in a half thereof and separated

from each other to provide a mother glass substrate 58 having one surface,

respectively.

As a result, phenomena that peripheral portions of the substrates 62, 63 are

bent due to a difference of the atmospheric pressure between inside and outside of

a sealant 61 of the liquid crystal display element 60, irregularity of the gap is

occurred, and the quality of display is significantly lowered, can be solved.

According to the manufacturing method, as in the first embodiment, in

sealing the liquid crystal by means of a dropping method, the vacuum space does

not remain in the liquid crystal cell and the liquid crystal 17 is uniformly spread in

the liquid crystal cell, thereby improving the quality of display of the liquid crystal

display element 10 and thus, enabling the sealing of the liquid crystal by means of

the dropping method to be realized. When the sealant 56 is cured, since a

pressure of an outside of the sealant 56 may be greatly increased as compared

with an area of the sealant 56, a flexion is not happened in the liquid crystal cell

regardless of a difference of the pressure between inside and outside of the sealant

56, and can solve the irregularity of the. gap around the periphery of the liquid

crystal cell which has been caused in the prior art. Accordingly, a uniform gap can

be obtained over the entire surface of a liquid crystal display element 58 and thus,
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improve a quality of display of a liquid crystal display element.

The present invention is not limited to the embodiments described above,

and various modifications may be effected without departing from the scope of the

invention. For example, the present invention is applicable to any method by

which a liquid crystal can be dropped and applied in a state of a thin film on a

display area, any thickness of a liquid crystal may be suitably selected if a required

amount of the liquid crystal can be obtained, and a degree of vacuum in a vacuum

chamber during an assembling process may be also suitably selected as required.

Further, a sealant is not limited to those cured by an ultraviolet irradiation, and may

be selected variously from those cured by a heat, an ultraviolet irradiation and/or

both of them.

Furthermore, the present invention is applicable to any of construction of

the liquid crystal display element, a color filter layer may be formed on an array

substrate and an opposing substrate, or a column spacer 67 may be formed on the

array substrate 66 as in a modified embodiment shown in Fig. 9 to maintain a gap

between the array substrate and the opposing substrate 68 with a desired width

thereof. Further, any number of surfaces of the liquid crystal display element

formed simultaneously on the mother glass substrate is also selectable.

[Effect of the Invention]
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As described above, according to the present invention, in a method for

sealing a liquid crystal according to the dropping method that is capable of reducing

a time of manufacture, the present invention can prevent a vacuum space from

remaining in a liquid crystal cell after sealing of a liquid crystal and fill a liquid

5 crystal uniformly on an overall surface of a liquid crystal cell thereby improving a

quality of display of a liquid crystal display element and it is possible to seal a liquid

crystal by a dropping method.
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[Description of Drawings]

Fig. 1 is an exploded schematic illustration showing a method for sealing a

liquid crystal according to a first embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 2 is a schematic illustration showing a liquid crystal display element of

5 the first embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 3 is a schematic structural illustration showing a slit squeegee device

of the first embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 4 is a schematic structural illustration showing an assembling

apparatus of the first embodiment of the present invention.

10 Fig. 5 is a schematic structural illustration showing a liquid crystal applying

head of a second embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 6 is an exploded schematic illustration showing a liquid crystal display

element on a mother glass substrate of a third embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 7 is a schematic structural illustration showing an assembling

1 5 apparatus of the third embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 8 is a schematic illustration showing a flexion phenomenon of a plate

glass substrate happened in a prior art in the third embodiment of the present
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invention.

Fig. 9 is a schematic illustration showing a liquid crystal display element of

a modified embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 10 is an exploded schematic illustration showing a method for sealing

5 a liquid crystal according to a dropping method of a prior art.
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tt*JRffi«««!-*-t»OT*S. doe*, «H

H
H-fe;Urt

t^A-r^^wfe^,
[000 5 3 Lfr Wrtffe. -jR(cfflTffi^*oT«i.

*ffia^*^*^8l«Tt:S L^TOi«BBB-ir;^
^ff*H3^**v^Ti^B^va < j£^S fcw).

ytiffiffitcj: ^T ?gB
BB^;K^oX^2ra^S^ ^>ft

B
B
a-t^OM^Jl*%<^0. *«Efc^ff^H**/hS

< tc&m^mgkm Lmt>ixiMwmiz^<%

\,\*txi&&tffc#c>i
£
ifzmmmm%tzt^m

^pa
p(5$: ft ktifr ^t^offiMZtktX^t:.

[0006] *ZXftfmt±SBB£t:tt&thi><?)
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m^m^mmmmTmx^m^mxxm

[0007]

[0008] Zco&o %®mz J: O^aflii. m&ttA

&l>C0X'fo& o

[0009]
l%Wcvmm&m) ttT^ftWZ. HI JSH4^

i iaifsipj«si2tt. *<7>±us£zti&mmi
3 * Ztiftiy try^«Htt. Mi. «^««MkSfflli

[0010] ft^lafl^^ 1 OtOSBttfftfcoi vt

w^h. mummm&tttzwmxvT [a] an
3. 3>f yWU'fSSl 1 fcttSltS^Jtlfil

S«l 2£»j£f*. !M 5 FSr&ffiLM

t^2 5 0TTT3 O^gaiiS^ft^lfiSl 0 0 o^y

-fg«l lfc^Bfffi»#»5 000-1 OOOOjum
2<0«HTB*xyr [A] £H3 J:3K7? JJ;H^
4>&&a8JM»Wtao>'--/uJH 1 4 ^Wi.t^'J y :JX*

mil. m&mmm-h. mmfnmm 2a±r

-v 7 7fefc&Wthtzlibcom£l$<f> 5 ju m^X^-^ l

6^2 0 0«/mm2Wf|,»
[ 0 0 1 2 ] g$ 1 1 cD>>->um 1 4 ICTH
ifufcBSxyr [a] rtt:, 7*»H«t:arF
mffi-fS, <I<o$bbb1 7<offlm«ifcL Mi(fH3K:S
txy y hX*-S/gB2 5£J:9xy vh (H^tf

(i:X'J y h4il 8 0mmt^'J7^ X2 7(0^1 Oum

vmm Uz . »fl*AP 28^$q
b
b 1 7 £-5&t)E*

CtMU 7NSfilUX4r-y'26OTStc0
^lS£^-yr*y^3 0£?ai£U ru-fs^i 1

kX*- 5/ 2 6 cOTis k tf)BBtf-£ k 5:& J: 3 l^JP

[00 1 3] fflMU 7«TIS. T\s<iWSLl 1£H^L
&UXYXx->U:£f£SU ^-y'26H«
n±i±Jt-— h 0 . 0 3cm3/sec. XYXf-y^
jtcifiS2 c m/s e c (Cg^Lffifl^RtaiSriafiL^.

Tutm&i iiz®Tztim£ki7mmm

»±2%0»«Tfto^.
[0014] amfrf 1 7<raB»iB*xy r
[a] <mmm^)vm$LthTV4mm iw

*xyT [A] #13. 3^yfffiIIlL 12<0

mmrf5jumX'hm<om&i7£mifithimnm
mim 2 8 0mi Tfo h o «roRgan^sr$ it&an

I 0 0 1 5 3 {, LH^«T^ixl)?lBaB^^g^ii
*0 3%J3Lk*v^k. 7M£«l 1 ai/*fffl£ffil 2

1. \2m^^^\yr\,z-fhtzMzMKthm
lz s x^-^l e^KSfc^SSMcS'-JUfflll 4KB
htitzm^^mmzm^ 1 7 *w^*it 5

.

^Lr^-/HPll 4*safti9-C*S^fc. ffiiftl 7#
^-/usu 4^r^L^ii^^iiLr?iiB3B-t^ra

ig. Mi 7^ft^na5L^^o^^Ccfco^B
3
a

[0016] fl!!^^^T$ixl>^Baa^^g^<i

2SSS+(cTW0^*)«caEK:MUcf*. BS«1
1 s 1 2^^Fjr^^>vr^-r^^^nff't^lt

4(cS^ii^?SQ
3
Q-fe^corta5<7)K^PHl

£mztmwm&tfZL Y)tc<fc'>Xltd

.

mmirz^t&Lz titcrngk^mi- 1 0^@^x »j r
[a] izxmmwti 1 . 1 2mizm&\ 7comiz2ti%

ft.

[0017] ^^^w^T^^-r^^ 1 7^jii3a

l>^. ^bbb1 7tiP>fS«l l±«l»«SfUt2/-/U

Ml 4 J: 0^1 0mm»U^kC^>^fflS^*-&J:3tc

[0018] I«$0
h
b 1 70Sli^ff^{i:»6 . 6

jum. aWW-(Xi±«E»l 83mm. tS»2 3 0mm

[00 19] ^(0at7MSSl 1 Cffin
a
B 1 7 SrSH
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itzvtmvm&±xmm4 o izx vmmm ik 12^
IA0^1bhb^^ 1 0 £&±XS.iPtlTorr
«>K£«4 lrtTTWSRl ISrXYZJfiartClMW

SrXYzirrpitMs^rfigiixf—V4 3tzM%mm
1. Wimm K 1 2«MLfcttttT±T*r->M
2. 4 3^8»LTffia^*>*«:fi :

'5. R^TMHEl
K 1 2£40kgf<0E*T1MEU WlL 1

2<7)&9£*>tf£tT?.

[00 20] £<0^D£;btf£§8SLfcB««l K
1 2^^^tcMtt?SB

B
a'fe;UWcoE^II^J:'7T7S

s
B
B l 7*W0SH

H
B-t:;WOl^$:»S . *ivcMIL 12H^H/r^<0 5jum<0df-v7 7T|gfc:^

J: ?£ft3 00k gffcTMEU 1 4 SrHfl:

S*&fcftfc:TXT-5/
#

4 2(crtjg$n^Sim^lt7
y/4 2 aCJ: 3 0 0 0 m J/c m2 KJf

ix i 4 *Wk$-frrfflB
a
H«^*^ 1 o £5M

[oo2i] diifii*stxtia. wrmzx
m^Xm, «ETT7U4gfil l&tf*rft£&l

*2^HW8S-r . SSI 7{«0
H
B-fe;U^r

%-fcl£tf»). ^^^pDa^?gB
H
a^^^l 0£f#

^^T^T&T'^B
B
ac7)^A?:^J|^(-L^

B
B
a^S^S^i$fi^&^Ki h £ftttft_t£B&

.

[0022] a*c**DB^ , [1 5 (c^rfSg 2 cr>m&cD&

mzmmLxmth. ^m2<^mm<mm^ mi

'J x. v h^rstit 3 tcor* 0 . AtijR l touted

[0023] 3BI|fco»Bfc*ortt, TMIfi 1 1

(Vis-ivm l 4 £THi*tf:H»x y 7 [ A ] rt^iff

h*^o?gB
B
Bi^^7 h 1 8 . kjuh^

7 H 1 B>\$JX)\,Xuv9 2 0rt(CtfxrjRF2 1 £fi
A^eoxr «j y/ 2 2 tt ±ffl£H5ELKBt* r>X

mzwaLmxu 2 3 j:m& 1 1 l . ex/ff
2 1£MmZ-£&Ztiz£*)SX;l>n2 4J:r)ffigiBl7
fcfllfflStfSflBtk^T^S.

[0024] ^HHSfflL^ao^ffi^-y H 1 8(i, Mi
tf

7

X)VU<ry&p 5 0 ,u mT£> 9 . Ztltf20 0um¥
yf*£T7 0fiMX,fc\ tt%H#ftl 4mmk£;frt^
§ . £Oj»HM6/W K 1 8*>txy*?2 1 tlE^-
lOOOmVEpnTU SOHzOJBJHRta^r-tiifc

J: 0 ?Sa
B
a 1 7(i«»«fc:RtaifS^^ffi** • & B

B
B l

7&rre. ^-n^4£^Sii*:7Wg&l l£
0^L4^XYXr-y±(cRBL. XYXf-y^

aES-e***^ SHanr^? k i sa^aa 1 7 £«gg
u tw»ki i±m^nmmmzmTm^L
xrf<. i^B^XY^r-^^BttfrWitfSO
mm/secWt 7W£R1 lfc»T$Jl*>8E

B
B
B 1 7 0)MEtttt6 . 7 m fc $ ilWaoafi 1 7 C0?i§

[0025]^ lt^ 1ommmmt mm. m±x
SH4Ot:J:0 lTo r r^K2«4 lrt-Cru^fSS
1 lkftfi^Kl 2£40kgf eoE&THflEELTPAO

C^SPSfi 11.12 fc^+Kirtk . m
£k-t!lsftft<7)EJ)mz±^xm& 1 7li^££|a1£8©
th9M<i8&±frfilz&tfh. JfcivcfSSftl K 1

2£300kgf^E^T1inEU »H*fcft300 0

m J/ c m 2 Hpjf LT 1 4 £Bfl:S*T»AX

[ 0 0 2 6 ] OJ: 3 «rKtt**(c«k*Uf . « 1 OUffi

nQ£mm%thmtfm< . 1 7tMH
B
B-fe;n*iT-

^-(c^# 0 . fiff^I^{i^iB
e
B^lf l o £f#

^ii. ^T^T'^aBBC0f1A^ll^^k^^.
(00 27](J:tt». 116^118^^3^

(i. *lc0Hfl£i0»ffitt3^T s V-f-XF7Xa«(C2

^> co-cft ^> . ffiiis i (ommommt m-x-hzzt
&hn-uwz^>\ ^x & ft l*<?>mw*

[0028] Mitf3 0 0 x

30 0X0. 7mmeOV1f-^7^S«c5 1±C «JS

«E«atX7* hyy/57-fflaiffc«fc03iL. 32ox
240F7 b<r>~? h U ^X^Ol^m^ (H^-f ) £
W&7WS«5 2£2WM^&-/5\ 300X3
00X0. 7mmOVif-^'7XSS5 3±^.
«o»rtrtw (HSHti*) *»rta6K5 4t2aB»

zK'J -f $ H SrWBLJKctt2 5 0°CT'3 0#Ojft»S£
tfv«si ooo^y^xhn-A^iE« (H^it

[0029] *ixmwL<7)ftt"h mttiru
-fg^52(C BSxyr [B] S:ffl-3<t9(c«li(fT

^ y/t^fe^fcat^aflfflo^MBs 6

y^^T^ffiLTl*tt^ifiS:»«-r5. ffi*»lfi]*R5

4MiT\sAW93 2 WttfomWl 5 4 <0HPS SrHfrS^

^tl6^2 0 0»/mm2 ftffi-TS.

[0030] ^(c^ i commmmt 2 6

Srffl^T. TU^SK5 2^i/-;USiJ5 6(Cfflifi}tB
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3 llzimW-lfyzms 1 . 5 3$rB£0^it>'

[00 3 1 ] *a*#T§^3 lli. H£*§3 2MZXY
z^zmmmx'hv^-Jjy^mm i £K2®
^^T^T-^3 3^XYZ^tCpS^-C^>0
7f~^/7XiI 5 3 ^IMfti)lXf-y3 4 £

3^^{i^hl|3SJf^ V7"

3

6#l*Jj^£itT^I>.

[ 0 0 3 2 3 JLxr-^ 3 4 ii. J 5 6 izttfct

^JaEXr-^3 mmT'h~>T>—Jl>m5 6coftM<7)

m£1\\&^hW>2mm*T-it3 8.oz®H?i}ik
^roTv^r. mi^aE^r-^3 7^^2^DSx

^ftfciOMEB^ 7f-^7Xlt5h 5 3

TififcUL ^l^PEXr-v3 7^J:^J!jDEi:. H2
ftMExf 3 8£ J:^ioE^l^M^^^J&P

[o o 3 3 ] z s^^at^.
0. lTo r ray^m3 2HzX^Jf-ijyxmm.5
l^TXT-^3 3tC^«-ri>-7V. ^-tfy*
^5 3^±Xt-^3 4^K^«L. (^S$5K
5 3^»1L^^X±TXt—>'3 3. 3 4£&®l
Xim^hitZfto. <X^X^mL5 1. 5 3<7)!A9^

^^^v^^IA0^^^II^L^^^5 1 . 5

3^^^^-Ti:^H
H
B^W^E^II^J: ^Ti&FB

[0 0 34] Wi.fcf. Slft*nExf—y3 7

t,z£*)is-jVM5 6ffi®$:0. 5kg/cm2oEM'
MEL. ^2^pE-Xt-^'38^J:D^-/WJ56^)
»HSIff«» 1 k g/c m2 <3E*?iDEU
*§lf7y? 3 6 lc J: 0S^H^2000mJ/cm2E
ItLT . i/-;P»J 5 6 . H£ 1 m^com^B
«^*^5 8fTSJ:3vif-^xaS5U 5 3 5:

¥*Hcffl OHLT^&iS*^ 5 8 Sr^jS-Th

.

[0035] z^&mmms^-t± oiz^m^m
¥ 6 0 co>—/I^J 6 1 C7)^oMit: J: 0£K 6 2

.

[00 36] £OJ:3£I^;^£J:*ifcf. SIOUSI
mmtnm. ^Trnzx^m^xm. m&b>wz

fy-hzfom. WLSt&m* i o^K&m^tzti

#15 6 <0«HfcB^ 5 6««fctt I ^-/Uffl 5 6

m<v%&mzfrfrb^?mBi*Mzm&$:4itz>¥tf

[0037] mwmmmbmmizmhtih t,^

[0038] 5E£ffiH
aafl^?<0flBi k fiEST'ft 0 , T

[0039]

m^nim^zm^ivuzM^mtm^thco^

[Hi 3 ^mmicommmm(om^(omx^m^
^tmmimmx'hh.
IB 2 3 *»9to!g 1 <0Slttc0»S^»H

B
H*^*^$r^

[04 ] *3HWMS 1 ^5SttO®3B^aA4T5?aSr*

7fi-tmffiimx*h$>.

me) *mcom3<7)mmmco^-tfy*mm

IH7 3 *«BJeo»3«0|l3SS^Scoffl^4TgS^*
tWS»«HTft*.
108 1 *»^»30|lte(7)JBS(zt5^T«*^-t'

[®9] xwmmmmm&m^m^z^mm
BWHT**.
[HI 0 3 ^co^T^(cJ:l)aB

B
a^A7VS$:^7>

»R«RWHTft*.
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1 0- 23-

1
1- 24-

12- 25-

1 3- -EMR 26-

14- 27-

1 6- 2 8-

17- 30-

1 8- 40-

20- 4 1-

2 1- 4 2-

22- 4 3-

[HI]

I 0 : i«SS„;,R? 1 1 : /U-fSE 1 2«|ia«ffi
1 4 : u->vm 1 7 : as

[113]

l®2]

f

[H4]

_3 1

42a

[H5]

2 5 : JtU-Jf >X*-^ttB
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